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Leigh Bardugo's 2016 fantasy novel Crooked Kingdom CoverAuthorLeigh BardugoCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesSix of Crows duologyGenreFantasy, Young Adult Published 2016 (Henry Holt and Co.) Media TypePrint (hardcover and paperback), audiobook, e-
bookPages546ISBN9781627792134OCLC962228078Preced bySix of Crows Crooked Kingdom is a fantasy novel written by Leigh Bardugo. [1] The book is in a world inspired by 19th-century Europe. [2] Crooked Kingdom takes place a few days after the events of the first book of the Six
Crows. [3] The plot is expressed from the close points of view of six different characters, together with the first and last chapters in terms of two smaller characters. There are six crows at the end of the broken kingdom; are composed of duology. Bardug's trilogy Shadow and Bones, Nikolai
Duology and the independent collection of stories (The Language of thorns) are in the same universe, which fanbasa kindly calls grishaverse. Plot In the prologue, Grisha was kidnapped by a man named Emil Retvenko by a winged Shu man. The book opens at a casino known as Club
Cumulus, where Jesper and Nina keep jan van ecko's attorney, Cornelis Smeet, an employee, while Kaz and Wylan search for his office for jan van ecko real estate information. When they find what they need, Kaz plans to kidnap Van Eckov's pregnant young wife, Alys, and replace her for
Ine, who is captured and almost tortured. Meanwhile, Jesper's father Colm arrives in town to meet him as the bank pushes the deadline for the debt that Jesper owes. When Jesper meets his father, they're attacked, but they manage to escape. Kaz tells Jesper's father to give them three
days to get the money and ask him to wait at a big hotel in the city. Then the crew's abduction was successful, and van Ecko's wife swapped it for Ine. During the trade, three shu soldiers with naive abilities attacked Nina, Jesper and other Grisa in the area. They all manage to escape after
Nina shoots one of them out of their eyes and Wylan shoots the other. The crew meets in their hideouts, and Kaz reveals his plan to sabotage Van Eck's sugar silos with a chemical evil (jester's nickname Wyvil nickname). This will raise the price of sugar, and Kaz has already bought shares
in other sugar companies. Nina and Inej convince Kazo to use one of Van Eck's ships to convince the rest of Grisa in the city. While Kaz and Wylan are trying to steal the seals they need from the van Eck house, Nina and Inej infiltrate the sugar silos. But they are all under attack, and it is
revealed that Pekka Rollins is in the league with Van Ecko. Pekka is also attacking the hideout kaz used to hide Kuwei, where Jesper and Matthias were guarding him. They all run away and meet at the hotel where Jeser's father is staying. Nina shows the group her strange and terrifying
new ability to control corpses, speculating that it may be the result of its survival of the withdrawal of jurda parema. Kaz draws up another plan and announces an auction for the indenture of Kuwei, which makes everyone think he's crazier than usual. At the auction, Kaz blamed the gris from
the embassy as the Tides Council. They claim the auction was sufficient because Van Eck gave money to the people. The money was really channeling the crows themselves by fooling the Trading Council. Van Eck is under arrest. They managed to fake Kuwei's death and get him out.
Matthias was shot while on the job, and later died. Kaz bluffs that Pekka believed he had a son buried alive. Then he leaves town in search of his son. With Van Eck gone, Wylan inherits the qualities of his family. In the end, Kaz finds Ine's parents, threatens the real world of Tides, and Inej
is threatening Pekki from his business. The characters of Kaz Brekker, master thief and lock pick with a reputation for doing anything at the right price. He is also known as Dirtyhands. He is described as always wearing black leather gloves and wearing a kayak with an crow's head on him.



He's the leader of the Dregs. Inej Ghafa, suli acrobat, who has a talent for coming around. She was kidnapped and forced to work in a brothel known as Menagerie until Kaz bought her a contract. It is also known as the Wraith. Wylan van Eck, the son of a dealer with some demolition talent,
who Kaz takes hostage in the hope of using it as leverage against Jan Van Ecko. He can't read because of severe dyslexia. Matthias Helvar, former Drüskelle (Witch of Fjerda). He and Nina have a history of helping each other out after the storm that destroyed their ship. They trusted each
other until Nina accused him of being a slave, which led to hellgate prison. He hates Nina for her betrayal and her original prejudices towards Grisa, but he also loves her. Kaz frees Matthias from Hellgate Prison in six crows because of his knowledge of the Ice Court, as well as his skills as a
soldier. Nina Zenik, a strong heart rose who worked in a brothel called the White Rose. She was a Ravkan soldier of the Second Army, captured by Fjerdan Drüskelle, which led to her first encounter with Matthias. She betrayed his trust to protect him from Grisha spies, and chose to stay in
Ketterdam in the hope of finding a way to free him from prison. She was initially hired by Pekka Rollins to join the Dime Lions, but after meeting Ine, who brought in a counter-committee from Kaz, she decided to join the Dregs instead. After the events of the six crows, its power of Grisha
shifted from the ability to manipulate the human body to the ability to communicate with the dead and cope. Jesper Fahey, dark-skind sniper Zemeni with a problem with gambling. He is described as tall and lanky, with an intense facial bone structure. He's a Fabrikator, too, even though
he's hiding that ability. His father believes that At the University of Ketterdam. Jan Van Eck, a wealthy and different trader who sits in Ketterdam's trading world. He agrees with Kaz Brekker to get the creator of Jurdo Pa pair from the Ice Court. He's also Wylan Van Ecka's father. Kuwei Yul-
Bo, son of Bo Yul-Bayur, creator of Jurdo Pa pair. Kuwei was rescued from the Ice Court by six crows and brought back to Ketterdam. He is inferni, and he shu ethnicity. Pekka Rollins, Kazo's final steamer, after Pekka tricked him and his brother and ruined his life. He's a wealthy owner of a
successful casino in Ketterdam and is always up to no good in one way or another. Zoya Nazyalensky, squaller and member of Triumvirata Grisha. She was one of Nina's commanding officers in Ravka's second army, and in the end she worked with Dregs to try to save Kuwei and countless
Grisha's refugees. Genya Safin, tailor, member of Triumvirat Grisha, and one of Nina's teachers in Ravka. Unlike Zoya, she's playful and ful-ed and takes great care of Nina. Sturmhond, aka Nikolai Lantsov, the young king of Ravka, who presents himself as a private citizen from the same
country. He's a bit of a flirt, and he's looking for money to pay off Ravka's debt after their disastrous civil war. The Kirkus Admission Review states This is dark and violent – one of the scenes, which shows a parade of teenagers armed with revolvers, rifles, guns, explosives and flashes – but
bumpy-wrenchingly authentic. [4] Reference ^ Bardugo, Leigh. A broken kingdom. Retrieved 2018-10-03. ↑ Bardugo, Leigh. Author Leigh Bardugo reveals details of the plot and cover of Crooked Kingdom. Los Angeles Times. Produced from 2018-10-03. ↑ 'Six of Crows' continues Leigh
Bardugo's set of smart fantasy novels. Washington Post. 2015-11-16. Retrieved 2016-02-17. ↑ KIRKUS REVIEW. Retrieved from hotly anticipated succession of SIX VRAN, this is GAME OF THRONES meets OCEAN'S ELEVEN in a fantasy epic from the number 1 NEW YORK TIMES
author bestselling Leigh Bardugo.*Grishaverse will soon come to Netflix with Shadow and Bone, The Original Series!* Zamanjujuci is the set of the sest crow, this is GAME OF THRONES sastaje OCEANOVU 11 u fantasy epic from series 1 NEW YORK bestselling author Leigh Bardugo.
Welcome to the world of Grisa. Kaz Brekker and his crew of deadly outlaws just made a heinous, so bold, even they didn't think they'd survive. Instead of handing out a wholesale reward, they returned to fight for their lives. Double and badly weakened, the crew is low with resources, rabbits
and hope. When powerful forces from around the world descend on Ketterdam to eradicate the mysteries of a dangerous drug known as jurda pars, old rivals and new enemies emerge, challenging Kaz's cunning and testing the fragile loyalty of the team. The war will be in a dark place and
twisting. - the battle for vengeance and salvation, which will decide the fate of the grist of the world. As grip, sweeping and memorable as a grisha trilogy - SHADOW AND BONE, THE UNDER THE STORM AND THE STORM AND RUIN AND RISING - this novel is perfect for fans of Sarah
J. Maas, Laini Taylor, Kristin Cashore and GAME OF THRONES. Winner of the Teenage Book Of Choice Award for Book of the Year. Year.
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